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NIA Files Supplementary Charge-Sheet against NSCN (IM) Cadre 

for Killing Arunachal MLA 

 

Today (31.03.2020), NIA filed a supplementary charge-sheet against  accused Ellie Ketok (A-6) 

r/o Village Kheti, PO & PS Khonsa, District Tirap (AP) u/s 120B, 302,307 & 34 of IPC & 25 (1B)(a) and 

27 of Arms Act and Sections 16, 18 and 20 of UA (P) Act, in Case No.RC-03/2019/NIA-GUW (Khonsa 

MLA Ambush Case) dated 10.06.2019  before the NIA Special Court, Yupia, Arunachal Pradesh. The 

case was re-registered by NIA on 10.06.2019 which had arisen out of FIR No. 28/2019 dated 21.05.2019 

PS Khonsa, District Tirap, Arunachal Pradesh.  

 

2.     Case is related to the ambush on convoy of Tirong Aboh MLA, Khonsa and others on 21.05.2019 

near Pansum Thong village, District Tirap, by armed cadres of terrorist group of NSCN (IM), while 

moving towards Khonsa from Dibrugarh. In the incident, Tirong Aboh MLA, Khonsa, and 10 others were 

killed while three other persons sustained injuries. 

 

3.   NIA had already filed charge-sheet against four accused viz.(i) Luckin Mashangva (A-2), (ii) Jai 

Kishan Sharma (A-3), (iii) Yangte Josaham (A-4) and Napong Jenpi @ Jenpi (A-5) on 27/01/2020 in the 

instant case.   

 

4.  Investigation has established that members of the terrorist group of NSCN (IM) conspired to commit 

the terrorist act of killing of Tirong Aboh, MLA Khonsa and 10 others and the terrorist act was committed 

due to opposition by MLA, Khonsa of illegal/extortion activities of NSCN(IM) in Tirap District. 

Investigation has revealed that the members of NSCN(IM) led by self-styled Major General Rockwang 

Tangkhul @ Absolom Tangkhul of NSCN(IM), who is an absconding accused in the instant case, along 

with Luckin Mashangva (A-2), YangteJosaham (A-4), Nepong Jenpi(A-5), Ellie Ketok (A-6) and others  

formed a terrorist group which was financed by Jai Kishan Sharma (A-3) to execute the said terrorist act. 

The members of terrorist group of NSCN(IM) had on an earlier occasion threatened MLA, Khonsa and 

his supporters for their opposition to criminal activities of NSCN(IM). In pursuance of this conspiracy, on 

21.05.2019, the members of this terrorist group fired with sophisticated weapons in an ambush at the 
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convoy of Tirong Aboh MLA, Khonsa leading to death of eleven people and injuries to three others. 

 

5.  Further investigation in the case continues. 

 

***** 


